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Abstract 

           At present situation of aerodrome shorter 

runways, craft weights associated alternative 

explosive mobility conditions an craft is troublesome 

to survive while not the employment of spoilers. 

they're wide used throughout landing conditions as a 

result of they helps in damping the elevate force and 

conjointly reduces the speed of the craft by 

manufacturing the drag. Another main disadvantage 

of crafts was altitude decrement throughout the 

aircraft flies from higher altitude to lower altitude it's 

going to gain its speed that is unwanted and cause 

some management disaster. This study and analysis of 

multilayer spoilers is critical to prove the quantity of 

drag may be increase effectively with the employment 

of multilayer spoilers than the conventional spoilers. 

This study uses the CAD model contains seven sets of 

spoilers put in in several layers over the surface of 

the wing during which 3 sets of spoilers are placed 

ahead row from the forefront and also the second row 

contains remaining four set of spoilers. It presents the 

machine analysis result for NACA 2414 with 

complete deflection of multilayer spoilers and just 

one layer of spoilers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Two primary prerequisites for a safe flight are 

stability and controllability. In addition, pilot and 

occupant’s comfort is of significant importance which 

is often referred to as handling qualities. These three 

aircraft design objectives will influence the design of 

control surfaces and create variety of design 

constraints. Flight stability is defined as the inherent 

tendency of an aircraft to oppose any input and return 

to original trim condition if disturbed.  Control is the 

process to change the aircraft flight condition from an 

initial trim point to a final or new trim point. This is 

performed mainly by pilot through moving the 

control surfaces or engine throttle. 

Spoilers are required to damp the lift and to reduce 

the speed of the aircraft at any time according to the 

requirement. Spoilers increase drag and reduce lift on 

the wing. These auxiliary components are necessary 

to land the flight safely on the ground. It plays three 

major functions those are ground spoilers, speed 

breaks and roll spoilers. If raised on only one wing, 

they aid roll control, causing that wing to drop. If the 

spoilers rise symmetrically in flight, the aircraft can 

either be slowed in level flight or can descend rapidly 

without an increase in airspeed. When the spoilers 

rise on the ground at high speeds, they reduce the 

wing's lift, which puts more of the aircraft's weight on 

the wheels. When the spoilers deploy on the ground, 

they decrease lift and make the brakes more effective. 

In flight, a ground-sensing switch on the landing gear 

prevents deployment of the ground spoilers. 
 

II. FUNCTIONS OF SPOILERS 
 

A. Ground spoilers 

           Virtually all spoiler equipped aircraft have a 

ground spoiler function. During the landing ground 

roll or during a rejected takeoff, all spoiler panels are 

extended to their maximum angle. The primary 

purpose of the ground spoilers is to maximize wheel 

brake efficiency by "spoiling" or dumping the lift 

generated by the wing and thus forcing the full weight 

of the aircraft onto the landing gear. 

 

B. Roll Spoilers 

            Spoiler panels are deflected asymmetrically 

along with the aileron on the associated wing to 

enhance the rolling performance. On many spoilers 

equipped aircraft, one or more of the spoiler panels 

will deflect in harmony with the aileron on the 

associated wing to enhance roll authority and 

response. Roll commands normally take priority over 

a speed brake command and spoiler panels will 

extend or retract accordingly 

 

C. Speed Breaks 

           Speed breaks are used during the flight 

condition to reduce the speed of the aircraft by 

deflecting the spoilers in both the wings up to some 

angle of extent this alters the flow over the wing and 

increases the drag. On many spoiler equipped aircraft, 

some of the spoiler panels have a flight spoiler 

function which is often referred to as "speedbrakes". 

In this application, the wing panels are symmetrically 

extended by pilot selection. The maximum deflection 

of the panels while airborne is normally limited to an 

angle which is less than the deflection achieved in 

ground spoiler mode 
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D. Spoilers on attitude of aircraft 

           Spoilers are used in order to control aircraft 

rate of descent and hence to adjust their angle of 

descent during approach for landing. For a powered 

aircraft (e.g., airliner); during landing operation, the 

deployment of the spoiler causes a considerable loss 

of lift; and hence more portion of the weight of the 

aircraft is transferred from the wing to the landing 

gear, allowing the wheels to be mechanically braked 

with much less chance of skidding. In addition, the 

drag added by the spoiler directly assists the braking 

effect (i.e., maximizing braking efficiency). 
 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

[1] Mohamad Sadraey, Daniel Webster College 

“Spoiler Design”: In this section, only landing 

deceleration requirement is considered, other design 

requirements will be discussed later. An aircraft must 

stop within a specified distance during landing 

operation.  

[2] Mohammad Mashud , Mausumi Ferdous and 

Shahriar Hossain Omee, “Effect Of Spoiler Position 

On Aerodynamic Characteristics Of An Aerofoil”: 

This paper demonstrates the effect of spoiler on the 

aerodynamic characteristics thus the drag and lift 

force of an aerofoil through CFD.  

[3] C.S.Barnes, Ph.D “A developed theory of spoilers 

on aerofoils”: A theory for the lift and pitching 

moment due to two dimensional normal spoilers on 

aerofoils in incompressible flow was developed from 

that of woods. By making use of experiments on a 

symmetrical aerofoil fitted with spoilers. 

[4] Christopher Donald Harley “Aerodynamic 

performance of low form factor spoilers” The 

development of low form factor flight controls is 

driven by the benefits of reducing the installed 

volume of the control device and/or minimising the 

change in external geometry, with particular 

application to flight control of low observable aircraft. 

[5] V.A. Komarov*, E.A. Kishov, E.I. Kurkin, R.V. 

Charkviani, “Aircraft composite spoiler fitting design 

using the variable density Model” the paper describes 

that the optimized aircraft spoiler fitting design, has 

weight twice less at the comparable integrity in 

comparison with intuitively offered option. 
 

IV. MULTI LAYERED SPOILERS 

 

A. Design and Advantages 

Multilayer spoilers are created by installing the 

spoilers in different rows over the upper surface of 

each wing. The concept was developed to achieve the 

spoiler operations in effective manner. Spoilers are 

used to perform three different functions in an aircraft 

control operation such as ground spoiler, roll spoiler 

and speed break operation. These three functions 

depend on the position of the spoilers from the C.G 

over the wings. When multilayer spoilers deflected on 

the wing smooth airflow is disturbed and creates the 

drag by creating the vortices near the trailing edge. 

The drag created by the multilayer spoiler is more 

than that of the drag created by the currently used 

single layer spoilers and also it gives the different 

amount of drag in different flight condition. The 

different amount of drag for the required flight can be 

easily achieved by actuating the multilayer spoilers at 

different angles. This improves the manoeuvrability 

of aircrafts such as sudden pitch up or down, sudden 

roll etc, by using multilayer of spoiler difficult 

manoeuvre like Dutch roll, spin can be easily 

achievable.  

Here we are developed two layers of spoilers having 

different lengths and positions. Whenever we do not 

want effect of two layer of spoilers, we can actuate 

only one layer of spoilers whereas other is in the 

normal condition like in normal today’s aircrafts and 

as usual spoilers can be actuate at different angles in 

particular layer. 

 

 Multilayer spoilers produce more amount of drag 

when they are deflected completely on the wing 

by producing vortices behind spoilers near the 

trailing edge. 

 It increases the rolling efficiency of the aircraft 

when it is used along with the ailerons. 

 By the use of multilayer spoilers an aircraft can 

easily achieve the sudden pitch and sudden 

rolling moments at any flight condition. 

 It increases the lift damping effect by actuating 

all the spoilers to the maximum deflection during 

landing. 

 When an aircraft moves from higher to lower 

altitude there is an airspeed increment 

unnecessarily so multilayer spoilers helps to 

maintain the same airspeed during this condition. 

 Multilayer Spoilers maximize the wheel break 

efficiency by damping the lift generated by the 

wing and forcing the full weight of the aircraft 

onto the landing gear. 

 Multilayer spoilers reduce the landing runway 

distance. Because of more drag and high 

breaking efficiency.  

B. Objective of Multi layered spoilers 

          The main objective is to increase the amount of 

drag in effective manner. This project contains 

multilayer spoilers installed on the surface of the 

wing and when it is deflected, smooth flow of air is 

disturbed. These spoilers create the flow reversal and 

creates the vortices in different layers so that more 

amount of drag can be easily achieved. Our model 

shows that amount of drag obtained by this spoiler is 

higher than the currently used spoilers. This concept 

also helps in improving the manoeuvring capabilities 

of the aircraft. This kind of manoeuvring effects may 

easily fulfil the requirement of combat aircrafts.   

 

C. Basic design of airfoil 

          The modification of the airfoil design is done 

by shifting the maximum camber along the chord line. 
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Hence the aerofoil evolves into different shapes, on 

which the characteristics and performance will be 

analysed and studied. 

 

 

Fig 1. Basic Aerofoil design 

V. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

 

A. Design 

 CAD model of multilayer spoilers is created with 

NX-10.0 software. 

 Extract the airfoil co-ordinates from text file to 

NX-CAD. 

 Joined the co-ordinates using splines command. 

 Extrude the obtained airfoil shape. 

 Spoilers sketch was drawn on the upper surface 

of the airfoil using line command. 

 Cut-out is created on the spoilers sketch. 

 The rectangular spoiler plates are created 

according to required spoiler dimension. 

 Spoiler plates are assembled to the airfoil. 

 
FIG 2. 3D CAD model of multilayer spoiler 

FIG 3. Side view of CAD MODEL multilayer spoilers 

 

 

Fig 4. Flow analysis shows the pressure variation 

on multilayer spoilers 

Figure 4 shows When spoilers are actuated over 

the upper surface, they deflect the airflow from its 

original path. This deflection creates the pressure 

over the spoiler surfaces. In multilayer spoiler 

pressure distribution depends on the number of 

spoiler’s actuation. 

 

 
Fig 5. Generation of pressure distribution by ANSYS 

fluent software 

 
Fig 6. Pressure effects on multilayer spoilers 

 

 
Fig 7. Pressure variation after the deflection of all 

spoilers 
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 Fig 8. Pressure distribution over multilayer spoilers  

 

From this figure we noticed that the more pressure is 

acting on front layer spoiler surface and corners of 

rear spoilers. This high amount of pressure on the 

front layer spoilers helps to get the sudden rolling 

moment in an aircraft. 

 
Fig 9. Vortices generation by deflection of all spoilers 

 

B. Flow reversal and its effects 

            Freestream of air change its path over the 

wing when it is disturbed by the secondary control 

surfaces and there is a chance of air flow in opposite 

direction of freestream air this effect is known as flow 

reversal of air. It causes so many advantages and 

disadvantages on aircraft controls. When spoilers are 

deflected, airflow on the upper surface disturbed and 

it reduces the velocity of air creates more pressure at 

that region. 

When spoilers are deflected, smooth flow of air 

disturbed and creates the flow reversal behind the 

spoiler plates and vortices are formed. 

 

 
Fig 10. Velocity profile over aerofoil 

 

Form the above figures we can notice that the flow 

reversal can be easily achieved by the use of 

multilayer spoilers. 

 

 
Fig 11. Formation of vortices behind the spoiler plates 

near trailing edge 
 

VI. PROTOTYPE MODEL OF MULTILAYER 

SPOILERS 

. The prototype is fabricated for the actual 

dimensions to show the deflection of spoilers. 

Dimensions and materials used for the construction 

are given below.   

The wing dimensions are as follows 

 Span = 500mm 

 Chord length = 300mm 

 Maximum thickness = 45mm 

 Spoiler dimension 

 Front spoilers = 100×45mm 

 Rear spoilers = 100×60mm 

Materials used for construction are as follows: 

 Balsa wood  

 Servos 

 Y-cables 

 Extension cables 

 Horns 

 Hinges 

 

 
 

Fig 12. Spoilers attached to NACA-2414 aerofoil  
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Fig 13. Front view of deflection of rear end spoilers 

 

 
Fig 14.  Front view of all spoiler deflection 

 

 
 Fig 15. Isometric view of multilayer spoiler deflection   

 

After attachment of spoilers to the aerofoil model 

servos are placed inside the model and they are 

connected to the spoilers using connecting rods. 

Receiver is connected between servos and ESC. 

Battery is connected to ESC. So that power is 

supplied to servos through ESC and receiver.  

 

The spoilers are also created in balsa wood. 

45×100mm dimensioned three spoilers are attached at 

50% of the chord over the air foil and 60×100mm 

spoilers are attached near the trailing edge of the 

aerofoil. In this model we attached the front-end 

spoilers at 50% of the chord to increase the rolling 

efficiency of the aircraft when it is deflected along 

with the ailerons. When only one side wing front 

layer spoilers deflected pressure is developed more on 

that wing so that sudden rolling can be achieved 

easily.       

 

 
 
Fig 16. Graph of flow analysis over multilayer spoilers  

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Multilayer spoilers are valuable control devices 

in an aircraft which can be used to improve the 

flying qualities of the fighter aircrafts and used 

to reduce the landing runway distance.  

 Analysis of multilayer spoilers shows that flow 

reversal can be achieved easily which is 

necessary to obtain the large amount of drag in 

shorter time. 

 

 First three sets of spoilers placed at maximum 

camber condition at 45% of the chord over the 

wing surface. The main advantage of these 

spoilers are they can provide sudden pitching 

and rolling moments to the aircraft when the 

deflected to maximum deflection condition. 

 

 When all spoilers are deflected in aircraft, they 

have different advantages depends on the flight 

condition. If they are deflected at an altitude, 

they reduce the flight velocity and improve the 

controlling capabilities and also they used to 

get the better breaking efficiency during 

landing 
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